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The Current State of World 
Douglas W. Cho, D.R.S. 

 
[2 Thessalonians 2:3-4]  Let no one deceive you by any means; for that Day will not come unless the falling away comes 

first, and the man of sin is revealed, the son of perdition, who opposes and exalts himself above all that is called God or 

that is worshiped, so that he sits as God in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God. 

 First of all, I pray that each of you and your families are keeping safe and well amid the COVID pandemic 

environment. I was sick with COVID for a week recently but regained health through much rest and effective 

medications at home. I am very grateful to God for giving us the wisdom for the at-home treatment of my sickness 

without hospitalization and for giving me the strength to be able to send these messages to you. My heart aches, 

however, when I think of the many millions of people who suffered loss of lives and health due to the COVID 

contagion. Today I wish to express my straightforward view on the current status of the world in the hope of 

helping those of you who are confused and troubled about how the world is in recent years so that you are better 

prepared for the coming of the Lord.  

 The scripture above is the apostle Paul’s description of the sequence of events to occur before the Lord’s 

Day, that is the second coming of Lord Jesus, which is to be preceded by the ‘falling away (apostasy)’ and the 

revealing of the ‘son of perdition,’ who is the antichrist. The apostasy mentioned here refers to the great 

departure of the Church of Jesus Christ and the world from the truth of God. It refers to the corruption of the 

church and its spiritual deprivation as well as the moral collapse and the political overpowering of many nations by 

the extreme-left, Satan-controlled power groups in the world. The trend of apostasy began noticeably from the 

19th century when the so-called modernism movement challenged the traditional Christian doctrinal tenets, 

negated the authority of the King James English bible so that two significantly revised Greek texts of the scripture 

were introduced and dozens of translations based on these texts have flooded the Christian world, and the bible-

based moral and social principles have been thrown out of our societies and replaced with Satan-motivated 

‘freedoms’ that are nothing but uncontrolled desires of the flesh. As a result, humanity has suffered the loss of 

tens of millions of lives during multiple global wars and the inhumane, cruel rules of the communist regimes. Most 

peoples still live lacking true peace and safety in many parts of the world.  

 In recent years the degree of global depravity and apostasy has become extreme, largely due to the spread 

of the COVID-19 pandemic. The globalist power group (so-called ‘cabals’) spent hundreds of millions of dollars to 

support the corruption of the election processes of South Korea, the U.S., and certain other countries so that 

extreme-left political parties have taken over their governments. In addition, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 

has developed highly contagious germs/ viruses and spread them to the global community intentionally, thus 

causing international pandemic series of AIDS, SARS, MERS, followed by COVID and spreading their viruses to the 

world intentionally and succeded in throwing the global community into a panic and confused state. This was 

purportedly the CCP leader Xi’s warped ambition to propel the global status of China to the top position by driving 

the U.S. into an economic, social, and political collapse. The power group, in alliance with the so-called ‘Big 

Pharma,’ has developed the COVID vaxxines under the pretext of preventing the pandemic, but they are being 

used to kill people rather than save people’s lives by intentionally introducing harmful substances in them. They 

will continue to develop more fearsome germs/viruses and more powerful vaxxines as measures of their control 

under their well-conceived strategy to place the entire people of the world into their dictatorial control. Their 

ultimate aim will be to present the globally unified government into the hand of the antichrist who will be revealed 

in due time.  

  Last week I came upon a news article about the CDC data on the ‘significant’ rise in non-COVID deaths 

during 2020 and 2021 in the U.S. (https://www.theepochtimes.com/exclusive-why-are-non-covid-deaths-spiking-

among-prime-age-americans_4233385.html?utm_source=ai&utm_medium=search). The CDC analysis attributed 

to the sharp rise in the deaths in the age group of 17 to 49 years as non-COVID causes such as drug addiction and 
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suicides. The data showed no significant increase in death rates in the younger age group of 0 to 17 years who 

were not vaxxed or have strong levels of immunity. However, I do not believe the CDC analysis is trustworthy 

because we know that when deaths outside of hospitals are reported, the reporting health workers often do not 

look into the true causes of the deaths thoroughly but report them in cursory manners. We note also that the age 

group 17~49 was the prime focus of COVID vaxxination.  

 Let’s look into the annual deaths of the age group 40~49, which rose by 42 percent between 2019 and 

2021. The quarterly deaths of the same age group rose from 27,500 in 2019 Q4 to 44,000 in 2021 Q3, showing a 

whopping 60 percent increase. Such a rising trend of death rates is apparent in almost all vaxxinated age groups. 

We can easily conjecture that the COVID vaxxination was the main cause of the rising death rates in America. In 

addition to deaths due to COVID-19, many people must have experienced serious spreading of existing ailments 

such as cancer, diabetes, heart troubles, digestive and respiratory problems as well as rapid degradation of the 

organ functions. As people’s health conditions degrade rapidly, many choose to resort to drastic measures such as 

drugs and suicides, particularly those in poor families.  

 This mortality data is evidence that the vaxxines are being used by the cabal power group, who serve Satan 

as his front agency for globalization, in executing their evil scheme of reducing the world population dramatically 

through vaxxines. They will continue to spread more toxic viruses and impose additional vaxxinations on people. 

They will continue to rob us of our God-given freedom and responsibility of keeping our bodies holy and impose 

further restrictions on our economies, schools, job sites, and homes. Friends, we must wake up and see clearly 

how their evil scheme is affecting all of us today. I encourage servants of God to present a clear picture of the 

current state of this world to their congregations. We need to inform and establish effective ways to counter the 

evil plans of the cabal group, to encourage one another to keep safe and true in these difficult times so that we are 

awake and ready when the Lord returns. I encourage all of you to be strong in your vision of the coming Lord’s Day 

as it is drawing close, draw near to God with a clear and pure conscience, asking for vision, wisdom, and strength. 

Our God who loves His people will surely help us. Amen. 


